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Introduction

The Fear 
Factor
by Janine Petry

As a graduate student, I interned for a Christian 
organization that led conferences and training seminars 
designed to equip and support women in leadership. One 
of the tasks I completed while working there was to 
research and collect information on intergenerational 
women’s ministries. Specifically, I was asked to 
interview and survey women about their perspectives on 
cross-generational ministry: their experiences, 
frustrations, hopes. The end goal: to use the information 
to better understand women’s ministries and better 
support leaders in reaching farther for Christ. 
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The seminars brought in ministry leaders from around 
the country, and I diligently observed, interviewed, and 
surveyed. The results? Women were very concerned 
about cross-generational ministry. They wanted to see 
older and younger women connecting and serving one 
another. But instead of success, they were meeting up 
with dead-ends. And most of the leaders felt unsure 
about how to best help women reach across their 
boundaries. 

Wading through a wealth of feedback on the issue, there 
appeared to be an overriding reason that seemed to 
explain the disconnect: fear. Leaders observed that both 
their older and younger women feared one another—or 
rather, feared being rejected by one another. The older 
feared being dismissed as “irrelevant” and the younger 
feared being “looked down on” or misjudged.

The findings were eye-opening and helpful—but certainly 
nothing new. After all, isn’t fear at the heart of all of our 
disconnect? It goes back to the Garden, when fear drove 
God’s first couple into hiding, away from their divine 
relationship. It’s no wonder that we have to lay down our 
fears and reach out in faith—both to God, and our sisters 
in Christ. 

Thankfully, Christ’s love casts out all our fears (1 John 
4:18). And that means we’re free to lead others into 
authentic relationships, regardless of perceived barriers. 
As you look for new ways to grow intergenerational 
women’s ministries, this resource will help guide you. 
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Here, you’ll find the insights and advice you need to 
support you as your ministry develops. You’ll also find 
plenty of other resources packed inside for you to go 
even farther in creating the most effective ministry 
environment for you and the women you serve. 

Blessings,

Janine Petry
Contributing Editor, Kyria downloads
Christianity Today International

Intergenerational Ministries
The Fear Factor
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The hippie movement was at its height in 1971, and 
Stuart Briscoe had just become pastor of Elmbrook Church 
in Brookfield, Wisconsin. Stuart persuaded a group of 100 
counter-culture youth to attend worship one Sunday, and 
one of the church’s leaders was not pleased.

“I want to make one thing perfectly clear,” the leader said. 
“These young people you brought into our church have to 
be kept separate. We have worked hard to keep our children 
away from these kinds of people.”

Bridging generations and building community 
are new priorities in many churches. 
by drew Zahn

Connecting 
the Generations

The Heart of the Issue
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Stuart had recently traveled to South Africa, where he had 
witnessed a similar form of prejudicial separation. Stuart 
mumbled something about apartheid. Today, he quips, “You 
must remember, I was a new pastor then, and not versed 
in diplomacy.”

When a “full and frank exchange of positions” concluded 
(Stuart’s more experienced, diplomatic description), the 
leader offered a solution Stuart could agree to. “I’m tired 
of hearing about the generation gap—let’s build a 
generation bridge.”

Soon afterward Elmbrook started a new Sunday morning 
class. It ran for three months, and participants were hand-
picked from diverse age groups.

The class wasn’t given a teacher (or a referee); the studies 
were led by the participants themselves, with an older 
person and a younger person sharing the task each week. 
Their curriculum, the Book of James.

Though reluctant at first, the participants began to address 
the walls of prejudice and misunderstanding between them. 
They were honest enough to ask, “Why do you grow your 
hair to look like a mophead? And don’t say it’s the same 
reason I grow mine to resemble a tooth brush.”

In time, friendships and mentoring relationships were 
built that last to this day. The class shared its experience 
with the church, and a waiting list was created for the next 
Generation Bridge class.
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Now the children of the hippie era seek to connect with 
their children and successors, Generation X. Bridging 
generations, building community, and bringing families 
together are new priorities in many churches. In some, 
the attempt to support the unity of the church and unity 
in families has given birth to a new a ministry paradigm: 
intergenerational ministry. This paradigm integrates 
whole households—mothers, fathers, widows, singles, and 
children of all ages—into the same activities. 

An intergenerational ministry (also called inter-gen, multi-
gen, or age-integrated) brings diverse ages together in the 
same place, with the same materials, for the same purpose. 
The goal: to build cross-generational relationships that 
strengthen faith formation in the community and at home.

Stephen Ong, pastor and founder of Victory Baptist 
Church in Greeley, Colorado, chose to build the church 
on an intergenerational model. “Too many families were 
living Christianity only at church,” Ong says. “It wasn’t 
being applied at home. I figured if we could bring families 
together in their walk of faith on Sundays, it would 
create a mutual accountability that would stay with them 
throughout the week.”

Advocates of this ministry model tout the home as the 
primary center for faith formation. Often their top priority 
is training parents to impress the faith upon their own 
children. But successful intergenerational ministries 
incorporate more than just mom, dad, and the kids.

“The single most important thing in intergenerational 
ministry is to include the non-nuclear family units,” says 
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Eric Wallace, director of teaching services at Harvester 
Presbyterian Church in Springfield, Virginia, and author of 
Uniting Church and Home. “We call them ‘households’—the 
widows, singles, single-parent families, etc. If you don’t 
include them, you’re just creating a ‘family’ fragment with 
separate needs and separate relationships from the rest of 
the body. The goal is to build unity and faith in every home, 
no matter who lives there.”

Bringing Everybody Together
One Sunday every month, Christ Church in Phoenix, Arizona, 
holds an evening event called “The Family/Home Adventure.” 
Families sit at round tables. Singles, widows, and 
neighborhood children (whose parents aren’t there) merge 
with nuclear families to fill the tables. The evening involves 
eating, prayer, learning, and fun.

“So many assume that Christian families are eating and 
praying with one another,” says Ben Freudenburg, minister 
to the Christian home at Christ Church. “But that isn’t the 
case. Scheduled activities often disrupt mealtime, and many 
families don’t know how to pray together. Our Adventure 
nights restore those things, giving families practice at being 
and praying together.” In fact, Freudenburg makes the table-
groups pray both before and after the meal. Just for practice.

Then, like many other intergenerational ministries, the 
people turn to one another, rather than toward a podium. 
Each table-group discusses a passage of Scripture and 
completes an activity together. Freudenburg’s families have 
constructed craft projects, composed hymns, and written 
family mission statements. Their projects are then presented 
to the whole assembly, and families learn from one another. 

Intergenerational Ministries
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Inevitably, Freudenburg says, conversations begin between 
parent and child, or between widow and teen, that may 
never have materialized without this setting. The family 
activity night provides an opportunity for all ages to mix. 
Other churches bring together specific generations.

Grace Church in Edina, Minnesota, for example, mixes 
eclectic combinations. Their fathers and sons have 
attended a professional basketball game; their junior high 
students have served meals to shut-in seniors; and the 
church has developed mixers to introduce their foreign 
exchange students to different American generations.

Family mission trips, parent and child retreats, age-
integrated Bible studies and Sunday school, work projects, 
and worship are all potential platforms for building cross-
generational relationships and strengthening families. But 
building the bridge from the age-segregated ministries to 
an age-integrated paradigm is often as difficult as building 
a bridge between the generations themselves.

Meeting the Objections
Intergenerational ministries begin in one of two ways: 
either the church is founded with core inter-gen values, or 
the idea is introduced slowly. In the latter case, inter-gen 
proponents often face stiff opposition. The cultural norm, 
common in schools and most church environments, is to 
separate people, and especially children, by age. Cultural 
norms aren’t amended easily.

“Not everyone is going to want to do this,” says Mike 
Sciarra, pastor of families at Voyagers Bible Church in 
Irvine, California. “That’s okay. We don’t want to swing the 

Intergenerational Ministries
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ministry pendulum all the way from age-specific to totally 
age-integrated. The two can co-exist.”

Ben Freudenburg explains: “Age-specific ministries, like the 
traditional Sunday school, children’s church, and adult Bible 
studies, are great for teaching the stories and concepts of 
the faith. Age-integrated ministries, however, teach us how 
to incorporate those truths into relationships. There needs 
to be a place for both.”

Instead of complete overhaul, some innovators have 
succeeded with small, experimental forays into inter-gen 
ministry. Lightsey Wallace (Eric Wallace’s father) was an 
elder at Harvester when he first introduced the church to 
the idea of intergenerational ministry. He wanted to try 
including his 12-year-old daughter in the adult Sunday 
school class. He was convinced that his daughter was 
capable of understanding at a more mature level than her 
Sunday school class was offering.

Wallace asked for the chance to try it. After two years, the 
experiment was so successful, Harvester’s Sunday school 
was rebuilt around age-integrated classes.

“Implementing this approach is not a process you should 
expect to happen quickly,” advises Eric Wallace, that 12-
year-old girl’s older brother, who is now director of teaching 
services at the church. “The majority of churches will 
apply these principles to already existing age-segregated 
ministries and will take a gradual approach.”

That’s the approach Mike Sciarra took at Voyagers. When 
he arrived in 1992, age-segregated ministry was deeply 
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implanted in the church’s culture. Instead of attempting to 
alter current structures, he conducted an experiment “off-
campus.” Sciarra invited whole families, including children 
age six months and up, to take part in a short-term missions 
trip to Mexico. Several families accepted.

The whole group started each morning in worship and study. 
Then the women and smaller children interacted with the 
Mexican people in games, crafts, and smaller projects, while 
the men and older children worked together on construction 
and clean-up projects. At the end of the day they convened for 
a meal, which they ate, of course, together.

The trips grew popular, and Voyagers now conducts four per 
year. The spirit of intergenerational work and worship began 
spreading first to other off-campus ministries, like Bible 
studies and small groups, and then to the on-campus ministry.

A Well-placed Question
Introducing people to intergenerational ministries, whether 
by experimenting or by tweaking, is simple. Building a 
permanent culture of intergenerational cooperation, however, 
is not.

“Age-integrated ministries cannot become one more thing 
to add to the calendar,” says Mike Sciarra. “You’ve got to 
consider which programs can be cut to make room.”

John Erwin, pastor to families at Edina’s Grace Church, and 
chairman of the National Association of Family Ministries, 
recommends conducting a needs assessment before launching 
new intergenerational ministries. Erwin recalls an important 
survey he took.

Intergenerational Ministries
Connecting the Generations
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Grace Church had been sending families to parent/child 
retreats at a nearby camp for years. The retreats for fathers 
and children were well attended, but the retreats for 
mothers and children were not. Erwin wondered why. He 
found it wasn’t because of the mothers’ lack of interest, but 
because fathers were the ones searching for help.

So Grace Church began “Super Saturdays,” a training 
course for fathers on topics like leading devotions, anger 
management, and creating family memories. Assessing 
needs helped Grace Church launch inter-gen initiatives 
without cramming the calendar.

Can I do this?
The biggest obstacle to intergenerational ministry is 
personal insecurity.

“Parents are so used to the church planting their children’s 
faith development that they don’t feel they have the know-
how,” Freudenburg contends. “Therefore, when we give 
them options, they feel frustrated. The solution: we need to 
equip parents to lead their family’s faith development.”

For Freudenburg, equipping parents includes hosting a 
devotional fair. Bible studies, models for instruction, and 
other resources are on display at various stations. At each 
station parents are invited to try each resource with their 
children. If parents find something that works well for their 
whole family, they can buy it and use it at home.

When Rod Janzen was family life pastor at Olathe Bible 
Church in Olathe, Kansas, he introduced ways to make 
the church’s faith education more parent-inclusive. “We 
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switched our parenting class curriculum to one that helped 
parents become the primary disciplers of their children. 
Our youth ministries began incorporating parental 
involvement. And the message from the pulpit stressed 
oneness across all generations.”

Grace Bible Fellowship in Walpole, New Hampshire, takes it 
one step further. The church provides “traveling teachers” 
who visit households on a rotation basis, coaching 
parents to teach their children. The encouragement and 
accountability help parents to grow in their confidence and 
willingness to shape their children’s spiritual journeys.

Many churches that incorporate intergenerational ministry 
report unexpected benefits. Some have found it increases 
involvement of singles and seniors. Others appreciate that 
the added parental involvement reduces staff workload. 
Still others discover their innovation brings in new 
families who are looking for ways to strengthen their home. 
The people of Olathe Bible Church were relieved their 
generational differences were more easily overcome 
than anticipated.

“We have older people who actually enjoy worshiping with 
the Gen-Xers,” says Janzen. “And some of our teenagers 
like hanging out with the elderly. We found the different 
generations have more in common than some of them are 
willing to admit.”

How Intergenerational Ministries Close the Gap
Regardless of setting—teaching, worship, outreach—
intergenerational ministries are built on several principles:

Intergenerational Ministries
Connecting the Generations
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Age-integration. Rather than separating into groups by 
age or grade-level, inter-gen ministry purposely teams 
people from different age groups.

Generational understanding. Relationships are 
fostered that reduce intergenerational conflict and 
misunderstanding.

Integration of “households.” While not all inter-gen 
ministries use the same terminology, singles, widows, 
and other heads-of-household are validated as family 
units and are often mainstreamed with nuclear families.

Parental responsibility for faith development. Parents 
are encouraged and equipped to take the primary role in 
their children’s faith education, to “impress” upon their 
own children the truths of God (Deut. 6:6-9).

Drew Zahn was a former editor of Leadership JournaL. 
This article first appeared in the Spring 2002 issue of 
Leadership JournaL.
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Reflect
£ The author writes, “An intergenerational ministry…
brings diverse ages together in the same place, with 
the same materials, for the same purpose. The goal: to 
build cross-generational relationships that strengthen 
faith formation in the community and at home.” In what 
ways would an intergenerational ministry accomplish 
these goals?

£ How do intergenerational ministries enable people to 
incorporate the truths of the faith into relationships? 

£ What opposition might your organization face when 
it comes to implementing intergenerational ministries? 
How can these obstacles be overcome?

Intergenerational Ministries
Connecting the Generations
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F riction between the younger and older generations goes 
at least as far back as a (possibly apocryphal) Babylonian 
stone tablet that reads, “The younger generation no longer 
honors the traditions. They will destroy our culture.” But 
in most societies throughout history and even today, the 
young see themselves, and are seen by their elders, as 
representatives of a continuous stream of humanity, not 
as avatars of a unique generational spirit that will either 
save or destroy Civilization As We Know It.

The word “generation” has more 
than just one meaning.
by andy crouch

Generation 
Complex

Getting Deeper
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One of those societies was Israel, in whose scriptures, with 
a very few exceptions, the word generation is used in 
contexts of continuity, not discontinuity. The command-
ments in the Torah are given along with an instruction 
(which is repeated roughly forty times) that they are to be 
kept “throughout your generations.” Psalm 48 is typical in 
its use of the word:

‘Walk about Zion, go all around it, count its towers, consider 
well its ramparts; go through its citadels, that you may tell 
the next generation that this is our God, our God forever and 
ever.” Far from one generation being separated from the 
next by impassable fissures of culture, “One generation 
shall laud your works to another” (Ps. 145:4).

By contrast, at very few times in history have the resources 
of a culture been so completely mobilized to the younger 
from their elders as they are here and now. Take a few 
random examples. A college education, especially in its 
most elite and admired forms, is essentially a finishing 
school designed to separate children from their parents and 
home communities, whom they are not expected to live 
near, much less with, ever again. Many forms of 
entertainment (think South Park) depend on alienation from 
one’s parents to be intelligible, much less funny. 

And churches have obliged the culture by making it possible 
for different generations to experience church in virtual 
isolation from one another. There would be no “Gen X” 
ministries in this country if consumer culture had not 
insinuated itself so completely into our cradles.
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The word generation does have more than one meaning. In 
1995 a few friends and I were explaining the phenomenon of 
“Generation X” to Jorge Atiencia, a prominent Latin 
American preacher and theologian. He initially seemed 
confused, until he finally said, “Ah! You are using the word 
generation to mean people born at a certain time; but in 
Spanish generation customarily means everyone alive on the 
earth at a given moment.” 

It wasn’t until recently that I noticed that Atiencia’s 
comment about Spanish applied equally to the words of Jesus 
in the New Testament. “To what will I compare this 
generation?”—Jesus asks in Matthew 11:16—and he’s not 
talking about forty-to fifty-five-year-olds. One can’t help 
noticing that Jesus almost always uses generation with an 
adjective like “faithless” or “adulterous,” but he is referring 
to a historical moment, not to people in a specific demo-
graphic group. Jesus and his contemporaries understood, 
better than we moderns, that the spirit of the age affects 
people of all ages. Generation, in this sense, refers to the 
unique moment (akin to the Greek word kairos) in which we 
live and to which we must respond.

We can think of generation in both senses. We value 
continuity with the past—no slice of humanity that shares a 
particular set of birth dates, whether they are young or old, 
has an infallible grasp on the truth and grace that are only 
known through God’s long process of revelation through 
history. While we can’t help being young, we sure can avoid 
being ignorant. We have a lot to learn from our forebears.

At the same time, we also seek to be faithful to this moment 
in history, with its unique gifts and challenges. The real 
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“generation gap” in the church is not so much between 
fifty-year-olds and twenty-year-olds, as between those 
who want to live in the glories (or the defeats) of past 
generations and those who want to engage with the 
present. Whether you call it postmodern or ultramodern, 
our time is different, maybe not in every way but still in 
quite important ways, from the past. And to the extent that 
young people tend to be more shaped by this time, since 
it’s all they’ve known, attention to the moment involves 
attention to the young.

But the young have no monopoly on responsiveness. There 
are plenty of eighteen-year-olds who are just along for the 
ride, and there are plenty of sixty-five-year-olds with a 
keen grasp of what faithfulness in the present moment 
means. Given the widespread availability of sedatives like 
mass media and wealth, plus the soothing option of 
surrounding ourselves with people just like us, plenty of 
our peers will just grow old and wonder what all the fuss 
was about. But some will shake off the drowsiness. We aim 
to be wide awake and paying attention to the current 
generation—in the biblical senses of the word—long after 
we’ve convinced the church that generation—in the modern 
sense of the word—doesn’t matter one bit to God.

Andy Crouch is the editor of the Christian Vision Project, a 
series of essays to be published in Christianity today and its 
sister publications. This article first appeared in the Summer 
1999 of re:Generation QuarterLy. 
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Reflect
£ The author makes this comment: “The real ‘generation gap’ 
in the church is not so much between fifty-year-olds and 
twenty-year-olds, as between those who want to live in the 
glories (or the defeats) of past generations and those who 
want to engage with the present.” What does he mean by 
this? Would you agree or disagree? How do you tend to live: 
in the past or engaging with the present? How has this 
affected your ministry?

£ Explain the different meanings of the word “generation.” 
How does your organization’s understanding of 
“generations” affect its ministry to people? Which definition 
of “generation” do you, as a leader, seek to embrace? How 
will that change the way you lead your ministry?

Intergenerational Ministries
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The young woman standing before us looks a lot 
like Morticia Addams. Like the classic TV 
character, her hair is long, black, and stringy. Her 
skin is typing-paper white, except for her lips, 
which are painted black, matching her floor-length 
sheath. She is pierced. She is the worship leader.

The first step is to make room 
at the table. 
by eric reed

Practically Speaking

Ministering 
with My Generation
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In this incarnation, Morticia’s warm contralto is replaced 
by an intense soprano that hugs a melody line of only 
three or four notes. Her tango is a rich, rhythmic amalgam 
of classical, grunge, and funk, produced by the band 
behind her: cello, bassoon, violins, flute, keyboard, 
guitar, bass, and drums. The sound is neo-classical funk, 
a little bit Celtic, a little bit rock-and-roll; Isaac Watts’ 
hymns set to new tunes. To untuned ears, it is strange, 
stirring, not that singable, and in this setting, very right.

This is Seattle. The place is a Seventh-Day Adventist 
sanctuary, rented on Sunday for two services. The 
congregation—numbering about 150 in the early service—
is mostly under 30, college students, a few artists, 
perhaps, and young professionals, some with small 
children. The service depends heavily on liturgy, 
including the Lord’s Prayer, the Nicene Creed, and a 
question from the Heidelberg Catechism. The Lord’s 
Supper will be served, as it is every week. A trim young 
man with short blond hair, a former Army Ranger, greets 
by name each person who comes to the table. He peers 
into the eyes of each communicant. “Who shall separate us 
from the love of Christ?”

A pop quiz. A pause. “Um, no one?”

“That’s right. This is the body of Christ, broken for you.”

The blond man is Tom Allen, the pastor. He is warm. His 
style is unadorned, but over lunch he is passionate about 
his ministry. He is hesitant to be labeled. Labeling a 
ministry “postmodern” violates the tenets of post-
modernism, he observes enigmatically. But Allen knows 
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what he’s about, and the mission of the church he founded 
two years ago. Allen wouldn’t say his work is a paradigm 
shift. He considers it an “indigenous church” in a community 
he’s made his own.

Allen is finding a hearing among a largely unchurched age 
group. George Barna reports that two-thirds of people under 
age 35 shun all organized religion. He’s finding support for 
his very untraditional endeavors from a very traditional 
denomination, the Presbyterian Church in America. And he’s 
finding an audience in a city that historically has been 
indifferent to the gospel.

If it can work in postmodern Seattle—the city that gave us 
Microsoft, Starbucks and grunge music—then maybe it will 
work in my town.

Contextualizing the gospel isn’t new. And the reinvention of 
American Protestantism isn’t new. But this generation’s 
incarnation is. Right now it has that new car smell. And this 
version offers some lessons for pastors driving older models 
who struggle to keep it on an ever-changing highway.

Haphazard, but Focused
The walls of the Paradox Theater in a rundown section across 
town are draped in black. The carpet is older than most of 
the attenders. There are baggy jeans and bare midriffs and a 
gallery of body art. This congregation looks much like the 
cartoons drawn by those who fear Gen-X ministry.

It is steamy in here. The garage fan at the front is moving 
only hot air. The band is delayed. Their first service at a 
rented church facility a couple hours earlier probably ran 
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late. The guy setting up PowerPoint and the video projector 
is having trouble. “Welcome to Technical Difficulties R Us,” 
he says into the mic. Down front he has only the light from 
three votive candles. In the back, the glare from a single 
bare bulb is blinding, and if there were any seats available 
for latecomers, which there aren’t, they wouldn’t be able to 
see them.

The service starts 15 minutes late, but nobody seems 
to mind.

It’s Sunday night, and this is the second service staged by 
Mars Hill Fellowship, a three-year-old church plant in 
Seattle. Pastor Mark Driscoll is away this night, but that 
hasn’t affected attendance. Every seat in the musty theater 
is filled and some worshipers hug the walls.

The band cranks up. Their sound is raw and edgy. The 
words, black on white in some extreme Mountain Dew font, 
spill off the screen. The crowd listens more than sings. One 
leader prays, using words from a 16th century prayer. And 
another man brings up his girlfriend and proposes marriage 
to her—one-knee, ring, and all—the most intimate public act 
of his life before a crowd he himself said earlier he hardly 
knows, but this is the Paradox. And she accepts.

A thirtyish elder is preaching in Mark’s stead, but sticking 
to Mark’s schedule. Tonight’s topic is the Tabernacle, 
explained from Exodus one verse at a time, in great detail, 
with cross references. The style is said to be typical of 
Mars Hill. Some take notes, many are impassive, but 
nobody leaves as the sermon far surpasses the evangelical 
standard of a half-hour. If this is the A.D.D. generation, 
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their Ritalin has kicked in this night. Two hours after the 
service ends, some are still hanging around outside the 
theater, talking. The service seemed haphazard, but the 
attenders were focused. This is the paradox.

Haphazard, but focused. That may be an apt description for 
ministry aimed at young people. Many pastors are doing 
many things. (Leadership Network, a church training and 
research think-tank, estimates there are 1,000 young 
pastors starting independent, generation-targeted churches 
in the U.S. right now.) The innovators all have strong 
opinions, but this is an inexact science. It’s so new. And it’s 
not just in Seattle. Pastors everywhere feel the urgency to 
reach a younger generation. Just when we thought we 
understood boomers, we’re about to miss the opportunity to 
reach their successors. The generation parade marches on, 
and it’s speeding up.

Target a Generation or a Mindset?
There is disagreement over which term to use: “Gen-X 
ministry” or “postmodern ministry”? And what’s the 
difference?

Gen-X ministry is defined by the age group. The 66 million 
people born between 1965 and 1983 (some would narrow the 
bracket, ending the “bust” as early as 1978) have driven the 
movement to establish new ministries. Now, Generation-Y is 
emerging. Some call them the “millennial generation,” those 
born after 1980 who are coming of age and stepping into the 
spotlight at the opening of the new millennium. At 88 million 
strong, they will soon push Gen-X to the chorus line if age 
remains the criterion. So the discussion is turning to 
postmodern ministry. The issue is not age, it’s how 
you think.
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Postmoderns, called “pomo’s” in some circles, are non-linear, 
multi-sensory thinkers, whose synaptic patterns are more 
like the Internet than the encyclopedia.

The analysts tell us postmoderns value relationships, yet 
they are skeptical because their parents—about 50 percent—
divorced. They are delaying marriage. Trust is hard won. 
They are tribal, sticking more closely to their peers because 
of a perceived lack of meaningful inter-generational 
guidance. They expect to be heard, not because of age or 
experience, but just because they’re there. Youth’s right to a 
voice, won in protests by boomers, is the inheritance of 
successive generations, and they exercise it.

Postmodern people are tolerant of many things, including 
multiple paths to God. Truth, in this era, is relative, and the 
standard for measuring truth is personal, individual exper-
ience. That seems ironic for people who value community, 
but irony is to be expected and ambiguity is a virtue today.

“There are significant things in our culture that are 
changing, and if we don’t pay attention to them, we are the 
fools,” said Nancy Ortberg, a teaching pastor at Willow Creek 
Community Church in suburban Chicago and area director of 
Axis, the church’s Gen-X ministry. “But the way post-
modernism is being depicted, there is the danger of making 
the church scared of reaching this generation because they 
sound almost as if they’ve landed from another planet.”

Shape Shifting 
Postmodern ministry is taking many shapes. Some began as 
college-age Bible studies within existing congregations. 
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Some high-profile ministries are operating on a church-
within-a-church model, where a second worship service is 
designed for a younger audience. It usually has separate 
leadership, preacher, and worship team. That is the model 
for Axis.

Like everything else at Willow Creek, Axis is about 
excellence. This train runs on schedule. The service is in 
many ways like its older brother’s: there’s drama and video, 
the sermon is relational. The music is edgier and the people 
doing it all are younger, but for the most part, it looks and 
smells like Willow. (On this night, that’s Salisbury steak, the 
main offering in the food court.)

“We don’t use the term ‘church within a church’,” Ortberg 
said. “It sounds divisive.” The challenge is to keep the 
congregations connected. “We’re taking steps to do that. 
We’re inviting older leaders to mentor younger leaders. Axis 
meets with the congregation in the main auditorium for our 
mid-week service. We’re trying to share the DNA of the 
church and yet have room for unique expressions of how the 
Holy Spirit is working in this generation.”

Todd Hahn is pastor of Warehouse 242 in Charlotte, North 
Carolina. Hahn’s church launched with 80 in October. It now 
averages 500. His congregation began as an alternative 
worship service at Forest Hills Presbyterian Church in 1997. 
In an amicable agreement, the younger group became a 
separate, daughter church last year. “I used to get called on 
to teach workshops on how to do church-within-a-church 
because we had done it,” said Hahn. “But I don’t anymore. It 
didn’t work for us. I’m not sure it’s the best model.”
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The Next Level Church in Denver began as a college ministry 
connected to Applewood Baptist Church. Trevor Bron started 
the work in 1993. In three years, “Saturday Night 
Community” had taken on its own identity. “We realized that 
we were not a college ministry any more. We were a 
generational ministry,” Bron said. “The things we had in 
common were our cultural experiences, the way we were 
raised, and the television programs we watched. That was 
our common bond.

“We had become a church-within-a-church. We weren’t 
trying to be a church, but people were coming and that was 
the only church they were willing to go to,” Bron said. 
Attempts to connect his congregants to the mother church 
didn’t work. After a year of prayer, Applewood’s pastor 
agreed to support Bron’s launch of The Next Level Church. It 
started with 800 people. Three years later, it averages 1,800 
each weekend.

In most cases, the defining issues in the creation of 
postmodern congregations are leadership styles, the inability 
of an older pastor to connect with younger listeners, and 
music. The flashpoint in their separation is, as the younger 
leaders see it, the unwillingness of older leaders to let go. 
Hahn urges, “Whatever kind of ministry you do, expect that 
ministry to fit within scriptural boundaries and within the 
mission and values of the church, but after that, give them 
space and don’t control it.”

Willow Creek was founded in 1975 as a new model for 
reaching lost people. That isn’t the issue for postmodern 
ministry, Ortberg said. In most cases, it’s style. “We don’t 
need a new church to reach each generation. We need the 
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church to respond to each generation. I think that’s a 
critical distinction.” Willow Creek has given her ministry 
lots of freedom to experiment and for younger people to 
find their place in leadership, she said.

Ortberg’s challenge is keeping the team together and 
moving in the same direction. She tries to bridge the 
established boomer leadership of her church and the Gen-X 
Axis team. “We’ve got to figure out a way for churches to 
grow old together, to continue changing enough at the 
front end to minister to new generations and to be 
influenced by them,” Ortberg said.

They Will Change Your Church
The question for most pastors is not, Do we start a 
postmodern ministry? Postmodern ministry is not about 
age groups anymore. For those contemplating a Gen-X 
ministry, that train has already left the station and train Y 
is building up steam.

Some younger church planters will start new 
congregations reflective of their generation. They always 
do. And most will grow old with their constituents. 
They will also watch as in 15 or 20 years, another 
generation says “I don’t like your music” and starts its
own worship service.

The questions for pastors of existing congregations are 
(1) How do we welcome younger people into leadership? 
and (2) how will they change our church?
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Here are some ways your ministry will be affected by 
postmoderns:

1. The quest for authenticity begins. The hallmark of faith in 
this generation is authenticity. Everyone uses the word, most 
struggle to define it. Authenticity is when your inside 
matches your outside, one person said. It is two parts 
integrity and one part self-disclosure. It is not soul-letting 
without a tourniquet, but a willingness to share from one’s 
faith experience for the benefit of others is required. So is a 
thick skin.

2. The ending of the age of anonymity. Authenticity is 
practiced in community. A generation that esteems 
community will expect it of the church. New structures for 
encouraging community will spring up, and postmoderns 
won’t ask permission. Existing organizations will take on 
new relational aspects. Boomers wanted to slip in and out of 
church undetected. Postmoderns want to hang out and be 
known. All this talk of story and resonance is born from the 
need to share who we are. Community is the embodied 
apologetic of authenticity. In this age, people must get to 
know the people of God before they get to know God.

3. The journey is the thing. This is an outcrop of authenticity 
and community. It also results from the appreciation of 
ambiguity and paradox. Without a pot of answers at the end 
of the rainbow (so few believe in answers anymore), the joy 
must be found in the journey. Church will become less about 
the body of knowledge and more about the band of pilgrims.

Expect a renewed interest in the ancient. Generations 
without roots need connections to something older than they 
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are. Ancient texts, prayers, and liturgies will be embraced 
as our Christian family history and reinterpreted by their 
new adherents. Churches that have eschewed creeds will 
need to affirm something older than Fanny Crosby.

4. A roll-up-your-sleeves faith. This generation is 
missional, passionate, intense, and for the duration of 
youth, energetic. The result is a hands-on kind of faith. 
They expect the church’s giving and sending to be matched 
by going and doing. Postmoderns want to make a difference, 
and they want to see and know the person for whom they 
make a difference. Incarnation is a key word here.

5. Participation gets a new face. Participation in worship 
once meant lusty singing and hearty amens. Not any longer. 
For a generation that spent 23,000 hours watching TV before 
they turned 18, participation can look passive. Church has 
no remote, worship no joystick. Some postmoderns are 
adding new forms of artistic expression to worship. 
Corporate readings are making a comeback. Expect 
development of new ways to participate.

Your New Power Source
Leading postmodern people starts from a different position, 
not one of status or authority. The same spirit that 
dismissed “sir” and “reverend” has discharged your right to 
lead because you are the pastor. Nancy Ortberg calls it 
leadership from a different power source: “I have exper-
ienced the transforming power of Christ in my life; and 
because I have been transformed, and I know the sins I 
struggle with, I can offer you that same power. I want to be 
in community with you.”
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Leading postmodern people means adopting a new position: 
I’m a slightly older person who can learn from younger 
people and who just happens to be the pastor. It means 
adopting a new preposition: with. We can’t do ministry for 
them, but rather, we do ministry with them.

“We’re so excited. We just invited a 39-year-old to our elder 
board,” the pastor said. The question was, how is Generation 
X affecting your leadership style? He missed the point—and 
the age bracket—entirely.

The first step is to make room at the table. Chad and Heather 
must take their place alongside Hubert and Edna as you pray 
together. Make a place on the platform, too. The best signal 
about who you welcome to your church is who you welcome 
to your pulpit and your orchestra pit.

Eric Reed is a former editor of Leadership JournaL. This article 
first appeared in the Fall 2000 issue of Leadership JournaL. 
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Reflect
£ How can being aware of the characteristics and 
philosophies of the younger generations enable better success 
in cross-generational ministries? How is your church already 
doing this and how has that affected your ministries? What 
more can your church do to understand and ministry with 
younger generations?

£ Nancy Ortberg comments, “The challenge is to keep the 
congregations connected…We’ve got to figure out a way for 
churches to grow old together, to continue changing enough 
at the front end to minister to new generations and to be 
influenced by them.” How does the “church within a church” 
mentality contribute to a disconnect between the 
generations? How can you meet the challenge to keep your 
people connected in ministry and to help them grow up 
together? 
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A GIFTED FOR LEADERSHIP Resource from

Holly Wagner is standing on the stage of Oasis Christian 
Center in Los Angeles waving a baton, the kind relay 
runners carry, as she addresses the 600 women before 
her. It’s the opening night of her two-day God Chicks 
conference, and the 43-year-old former television actress 
who’s known for her infectious enthusiasm and love of 
confetti is standing on a stage decorated with hot-pink 
boas and big pictures of young, hip-looking women. 

“You’ve been given a baton,” she says to the diverse 
audience. “What are you doing with it?”

How one woman hopes to inspire the next 
generation of Christian women to shake the 
planet—and thinks you should, too. 
by camerin courtney

Empowering 
“God Chicks”

One Woman’s Story
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The baton, she explains, symbolizes the legacy these women 
have been handed from the generation before, and the one 
they’ll pass on to the next generation. “If every decade of 
women would love the one coming up behind them, this 
world would be a great place for women,” Holly says. She 
talks about the many cultural pressures modern women 
face—media messages, premarital sex, domestic abuse, 
eating disorders, and alcohol and drug abuse—then mentions 
how the Bible commands older women to instruct younger 
ones on how to live life well (Titus 2:3-5). “As long as there 
are younger women on the planet, you’re an older woman!” 
she says.

This is a truth Holly slowly came to grips with five years 
ago. It started when she was sitting at a women’s ministry 
gathering on a Sunday morning at Oasis, the church she 
leads with her husband of 19 years, Philip. Holly was 
surrounded by 50 older women. “Fifty bored older women,” 
she says. Around the same time she began noticing that at 
the hundreds of women’s conferences she spoke at annually, 
20-somethings were missing.

As she prayed about these troubling trends, Holly felt God 
challenge her to take a hard look at Titus 2 and Proverbs 31, 
a chapter she claims she’d stapled shut in her Bible because 
it felt so unrelatable and unattainable. But when she took 
a fresh look at these passages, a new vision for women’s 
ministry was born. 

Soon after, Holly started experimenting with different 
kinds of women’s ministry events at Oasis, drawing partly 
from her acting background as well as from the talents of 
many people at her church who work in the entertainment 
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industry. She showed movie clips, fostered discussions 
about relevant topics, and created a fun, contemporary 
atmosphere with everything from murals to modern music. 
The success was so great, she began hosting similar events 
at other churches across the country. In 2003, she captured 
her revelations about modern-day “church ladies” and 
the Proverbs 31 woman in her book God Chicks, and she 
followed that with When It Pours, He Reigns (both Nelson). 

Her target audience for God Chicks events is postmodern 
women in their 20s and 30s, a demographic she and Philip 
serve weekly at Oasis, where the congregation of 2,500 
has a median age of 28. This is also a demographic often 
missing at traditional women’s ministry gatherings and 
conferences.

A nontraditional approach to women’s ministry seems only 
fitting for this unique church leader. Holly, a mom of two 
teens, also authored the book dumb things he does/dumb 
things she does (Nelson), has a black belt in karate, once 
starred in a soap opera and co-hosted a television talk 
show about celebrities and their pets, and makes a fashion 
statement by wearing clothing that ranges from a turquoise 
leather jacket to a pink rhinestone-studded belt buckle in 
the shape of lips. 

After the L.A. God Chicks conference, TCW sat down with 
Holly to discover how she transitioned from TV actress to 
women’s ministry leader, what she had against Proverbs 
31 and how she got over that, what she’s learned about 
reaching postmoderns, and how she hopes to empower the 
next generation of women.
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What pressures did you face being a Christian in Hollywood? 
It was always a challenge to decide which roles to take. For 
example, one of my first jobs in television, back when I was 
in my early twenties and just getting started in acting, was a 
lead role in a nighttime soap opera, for which I always seemed 
to be dressed in lingerie. I realize now what a stupid choice 
that was, but back then I was excited to play such a key role. 

I believe it’s important to consider the overall message of a 
story. If you tell the story of David and Bathsheba, someone 
has to play the bad guy. But, needless to say, lingerie and 
soap operas were hard to justify. So after a while God 
challenged me about the parts I took. When I finally made a 
commitment to be more discerning and do things his way, I 
got offered $300,000 to $400,000 worth of work in television 
shows I had to turn down. Isn’t that just the way Satan 
works? You make a commitment to do the right thing, and he 
challenges it. 

Wasn’t that tough to walk away from? 
On some levels, yes. But around the same time I started on a 
spiritual journey. I’d been raised in the church, but it wasn’t 
until I came to California to pursue acting when I was 21 that 
I realized that while I’d always known about Jesus, I didn’t 
really know him. He was my Savior, but he wasn’t Lord of my 
life. It never occurred to me that God might have an opinion 
about my career. I’d always thought of my life as a pie—with 
one slice being church, another slice career, another one 
relationships. It was compartmentalized. But during this 
time, I came to realize my relationship with God is the center 
of my being—and everything else flows from that. 
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While I was going through this transformation, I met Philip. 
He watched me turn down questionable roles and make my 
faith the core of who I am. Eventually our friendship turned 
to something more, and when we married, I felt led to join 
him in full-time ministry. 

That seems like a huge transition. 
It’s been a long process to get to where we are now. Philip 
was leading a home Bible study in Beverly Hills. The group 
was multicultural and multigenerational and had a few key 
people in the entertainment industry in it. Philip felt God 
lead him to start a church from this diverse group. We got 
married six months later, so I’ve been with this church from 
the beginning. 

At first only about ten people attended Oasis. It was 
disheartening to pour our hearts out to a small crowd that 
never seemed to grow. But we knew God wanted us to do 
this, so we kept at it. 

Years later, when our kids were two and six, we went 
through an earthquake. We all made it out fine, but our house 
sustained $70,000 in damage. At the time our church had 
stagnated. We were so discouraged, we wanted to pick up 
and start over somewhere else. Somewhere safer! 

But we still felt God wanted us in this ministry. So we stuck 
it out. And now we have a church family of 2,500 people, 
and this year is our 20-year anniversary as a church! We’ve 
learned that sometimes, following God means choosing to 
weather the storms and stay faithful to his call on our life, 
no matter what. 
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Did you really staple shut Proverbs 31? 
Well, for a long time I saw the woman described in that 
chapter as just a boring “church lady.” So I quit reading that 
passage because I couldn’t—and didn’t want to—relate. She 
seemed to feed the frustrating stereotype that Christian 
women are supposed to look and act a certain way. And 
because of that stereotype, we Christian women often waste 
so much time trying to be someone we’re not.

Have you ever felt that pressure to be someone else? 
When I began speaking and teaching, I looked to the female 
Bible teachers I respected. They dressed conservatively, 
with sedate suits and pantyhose. So I tried my best to look 
and teach like them. I wish you could see pictures of me 
during those years!

Thankfully, God finally asked me what on earth I was 
doing and reassured me that these women were fine being 
themselves, and that I needed to be me. What a relief it was 
to realize it’s OK not to be a pantyhose type of girl! It was 
so freeing to realize we’re all created to do great things on 
the earth and that we’re each given different gifts and tools 
with which to do them. 

How has being the real you affected your ministry to 
women? 
Now, women often come up to me after I lead a women’s 
talk and say, “Thank you for just being you. It’s freed me to 
be me.” One woman said she didn’t know she could be into 
karate and skateboarding and be a Bible teacher. She said 
that seeing me be who I am gave her hope that she could do 
the wife, mother, karate, youth-pastor thing all while being 
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herself. I think one of our greatest missions in life is to 
figure out who God created us to be and what our purpose is 
on this planet. 

Why are you challenging women in their 20s and 30s to 
leave a good legacy? 
Don’t they seem too young for that message? I used to 
think I was off the hook for that very reason. When Titus 
2 talks about older women teaching younger women, I 
thought it meant older women, like 90 or so. But God totally 
busted me on that thinking. He challenged me to realize 
that as long as there’s someone on this planet younger 
than I am, she’s mine. That’s why I’m using God Chicks 
events to invest in these women and to challenge them to 
invest in girls younger than they are. That said, I realize 
I couldn’t do these conferences if I didn’t have an amazing 
company of older women who not only are getting inspired 
themselves, but are also here to cheer on younger women. 

When the women at our events understand they have a 
responsibility to the next generation, that motivates them 
to live life well. This sense of obligation demands that you 
change, because it’s not just your life anymore. Knowing 
others are watching keeps us accountable. 

Did an older woman ever play that role for you? 
About a year and a half into our marriage, Philip and I 
weren’t connecting. I was expecting him to be someone he 
wasn’t instead of accepting him the way God created him. 
He wasn’t making me happy, and I thought that was his 
job. I thought I’d missed God’s leading and had married the 
wrong guy. My bags were packed and I was ready to leave. 
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Two things made me stay. First, I realized I loved God more 
than I was willing to disobey his commands about marriage 
and divorce. And second, an older woman came into my life 
and did her job. She was open about lessons she learned in 
her marriage and walked with me through this tough time.

Philip and I now have a wonderful marriage. We’re about to 
celebrate our 20-year anniversary. And I know part of what 
got us here was that older woman investing in me. I knew 
even then I was supposed to play that role in someone else’s 
life someday. 

Your target audience, postmodern women, are a tricky 
group to reach, aren’t they? 
They certainly don’t think like my generation thinks! 
They’re not linear; they’re mosaic. They take a little of 
what they like from different theologies and approaches to 
life, so their truth is often mushy. The biggest challenge, 
obviously, is that Jesus is the Truth. He is the only way. So 
the message of the gospel is sacred, but, I’ve learned, the 
method of communicating it isn’t. My God Chicks team and 
I constantly visit bookstores, record stores, and the mall to 
see what’s drawing in this generation. I use anything at my 
disposal—music, dance, drama, movie clips—to draw 
in postmoderns. 

What advice do you have for women trying to reach out to 
this generation? 
It’s important to be yourself. Nothing turns off postmoderns 
more than a lack of authenticity. They don’t want to be 
preached at, they want to see us living out the truth. And 
they want to see our failures, too. I’m honest about the 
tough times Philip and I have experienced in our marriage. 
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I tell women about the time I fell off a stage during a 
speaking engagement. It’s actually attractive to postmodern 
women when they realize, OK, these are real people on the 
journey with me.

Another big challenge in reaching this age group is the 
“it’s all about me” mentality. Of course, it’s not just that 
generation who approaches life that way, but we certainly 
see it in them. It’s about my career, my relationships, my 
life. They’re living for now. I’m so depressed. I want to go 
sleep with that guy now. I want that drink now.

I’ve learned you don’t preach them out of that mentality; 
you love them. We’re all working out our salvation and are 
going to mess up in the process. And it’s our job as the older 
women to come alongside them when they fall and say, 
“Come on, honey. Get back up. We’ll try again.”

Where does God Chicks go from here? 
I think these events have the potential to reach millions of 
women in this demographic. But the bottom line is that I 
want to empower the next generation of women to live the 
life they were designed to live so they in turn can hand the 
baton to another generation, who in turn will hand it on to 
the next, and so on. It’s about reaching the world for Christ, 
one generation, one life, at a time. 

Camerin Courtney is former managing editor of today’s 
Christian Woman. For more information about God Chicks, 
go to www.godchicks.com, or about Oasis Christian Center, 
go to www.oasisla.org. This article first appeared in the 
November/December 2004 issue of today’s Christian Woman.
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Reflect
£ If it’s true that you’ve been given “the baton”—a legacy 
from the generation before, and the one you’ll pass on to 
the next generation—then what are you doing with it? 

£ How can Holly’s message: “As long as there are younger 
women on the planet, you’re an older woman,” based on 
Titus 2:3-5, help shape your view of intergenerational 
ministries? What direction or guidance can this offer to 
your ministry’s methods and goals?

Intergenerational Ministries
Empowering “God Chicks”
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A GIFTED FOR LEADERSHIP Resource from

My preteen rolled over and groaned as I woke her up 
one bleak, cold Sunday morning.

“Do I have to go to church today?” she moaned. “I’m 
so tired. I’ll go to youth group tonight. Church is so 
boring!”

Sound familiar? This scene’s probably been repeated in 
your home as well as mine. With this complaint comes 
a host of other questions that need good answers. Here 
are four of the most common.

How to counter those 
Sunday morning complaints. 
by susan alexander yates

Church Isn’t 
for Me! 

Bringing It Home
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Intergenerational Ministries
Church Isn’t for Me! 

“If it’s boring, why do I have to go?”
Surprise—boredom isn’t a sin! However, we live in a 
culture that demands entertainment, and this attitude has 
dangerous repercussions for parents. We can unconsciously 
raise children who expect to be entertained—even at church. 
And because we fear they’ll reject the gospel if they’re 
bored, we make church optional.

Keep in mind, however, that school can be boring, yet we 
make our kids go. If we send our kids to school but make 
church an option, we communicate that education is more 
important than spiritual growth.

“I read my Bible on my own. Isn’t that enough?”
Hebrews 10:25 says, “Let us not give up meeting together, 
as some are in the habit of doing.” 

Proverbs 27:17 says, “As iron sharpens iron, so one man 
sharpens another.” Scripture shows us we can’t grow alone. 
If we try, we can fall prey to heresy or give in to temptation. 
For example, my friend Sharon went off to college with her 
Bible and a desire to grow in her relationship with God. 
Overwhelmed with freshman activities, she found little 
time to seek out fellowship. Instead, she began hanging out 
with a group of students who didn’t have much interest in 
spiritual things. 

Although she continued her own devotions for a time, her 
interest soon started to dwindle, and she began to make 
compromises. She began to sleep with her boyfriend. Over 
the next three years, Sharon spent a lot of time with an 
unhealthy party crowd. 
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The summer after her graduation, I had a talk with her. Her 
boyfriend was gone, her life was a disaster, and she said to 
me, “Susan, I wish I’d sought out fellowship. I don’t think I 
would have made such a mess of my life if I had. After four 
years of college I don’t have any friends I want to keep up 
with.”

We can’t grow alone. Parents can’t, kids can’t. We need 
others.

“Can’t I grow spiritually someplace besides church?”
Yes, your children can—and should. Teens especially need to 
be involved in a peer fellowship. But this shouldn’t take the 
place of a regular commitment to a local church.

The church is the only place of fellowship that’s there for 
you from birth to death—a place of mixed ages and diverse 
personalities. It’s also the place where people with unique 
Christian testimonies can help us see how big God is and the 
vast ways in which he works. Most importantly, it’s where 
people come together to worship the living God and Savior 
Jesus Christ. 

You may not always be able to find a parachurch fellowship, 
but in almost any location, you’ll find a church. If your 
children have been raised with church as a priority, they’ll 
be more likely to seek it out when they leave home.

“If I pressure my child, won’t he rebel and go the other 
way?”
My friend Antley is a young father who serves on staff with 
Young Life, a Christian youth outreach organization. But he 
wasn’t always so eager to serve. When he was growing up, 

Intergenerational Ministries
Church Isn’t for Me! 
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his mother insisted on church. Although he hated it, he had 
no choice but to go. As a teenager, he’d often show up for 
church with a hangover from partying. He didn’t become a 
Christian until he went off to college.

Antley recently told me, “Even though I didn’t like going to 
church all those years, I’m glad Mom dragged me there. It 
amazes me what I learned there without meaning to. I’m 
sure Mom thought that everything was going in one ear and 
out the other, but it wasn’t. Thank goodness she kept taking 
me with her and never gave up.”

Your child ultimately will have to decide for himself if 
he believes in Christ. But remember, while he’s under 
your roof, you need to make the decisions about church 
attendance.

Tips for Getting Closer—Together
Motivated to make Sunday mornings a family commitment? 
Here are some ideas on what you can do to make it a reality:

Go to church yourself. Parents who drop off their kids 
at church and go home or out for coffee give the message 
“God’s important for kids but not for adults.” Make a 
commitment to become regularly involved yourself. But 
what if your spouse isn’t a believer? Ask for his support in 
helping you get the kids to attend with you. Keep praying 
for him and loving him even if you have to take the kids to 
church without him.

Make Sundays special. Plan a special dinner after church 
or a family “field trip” in the afternoon. Serve Dad’s famous 
pancakes for breakfast. Have a single parent and her kids 

Intergenerational Ministries
Church Isn’t for Me! 
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over for soup and salad after church. It might be wise to 
gather the family together in a round-table discussion and 
get their ideas for making Sundays special.

Don’t look for a perfect church. There isn’t one. Instead, 
find one where the preaching is Christ-centered and 
biblically based, where there’s an emphasis on worship and 
a commitment to youth ministry. Avoid the temptation to 
church-hop.

Pray. When was the last time you asked God to teach you 
how to worship him? This is a great prayer with which 
to begin a new year. Ask the Lord to show you where to 
become involved in your church. Ask him to give your kids 
a hunger to know him. And ask him to draw your family 
closer to himself and each other as you worship together.

Susan Alexander Yates is author of A House Full of Friends: 
How to Like the Ones You Love (Focus on the Family), and 
coauthor with daughter Allison Yates Gaskins of Thank You, 
Mom, for Everything (Servant). The Yates have five children 
ranging in age from 17 to 24. This article first appeared in the 
January/February 1997 issue of today’s Christian Woman.
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Reflect
£ The author writes, “The church is the only place of 
fellowship that’s there for you from birth to death—a 
place of mixed ages and diverse personalities. It’s 
also the place where people with unique Christian 
testimonies can help us see how big God is and the vast 
ways in which he works.” Why is it so valuable to expose 
children to the diversity of the church setting? 

£ How can intergenerational ministries come alongside 
parents and reach out to them in parenting their 
children? How can you begin implementing those ideas 
in the coming months?

Intergenerational Ministries
Church Isn’t for Me! 
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Not Your Mother’s 
Church Social

Leadership Tools

3 fresh ways ministry leaders are 
reaching out to women today.
by amy nappa

Lacy tablecloths and flowery centerpieces. A light 
brunch and “special music.” After a speaker encourages 
everyone with uplifting words, attendees peek under 
their chair to look for a sticker. Surprise! Those with a 
sticker get to take home a centerpiece.

www.kyria.com
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Intergenerational Ministries
Not Your Mother’s Church Social

Sound familiar? It should. I’ve just described a women’s 
ministry “tea,” and it’s a staple at most churches. But while 
many women enjoy these traditional gatherings, others 
seek events that are more challenging, unconventional, or 
relevant to the life they lead. Fortunately, there are some 
fresh and fun approaches to women’s ministry out there to 
inspire your church’s events. Here’s a look at three.

1. Gone to the Dogs
Sue Lennartson is the women’s pastor at Eagle Brook Church 
in Minnesota, which has more than 8,000 regular attendees. 
Sue and her team provide many traditional events for the 
women who prefer them. But she admits to lurking in the 
halls of her church and listening to the women who say they 
long to be shaken out of their comfort zones, to be stretched 
by an adventure that challenges them to grow. That’s why 
she decided to plan a dogsledding trip, the first of what 
promises to become an annual adventure-oriented event.

Just so you’re clear, Sue is not a twenty-something who 
spends her summers backpacking in Europe or rock 
climbing in the Alps. She’s a 60-year-old grandmother. But 
she is willing to push her comfort levels aside. “I believe we 
need to put ourselves in situations where something is going 
to happen. We need to take a few risks,” Sue says. “God 
works through the unexpected and the uncomfortable.”

Mixed into their adventures were regular periods of Bible 
study, worship, and other devotional activities—all with the 
goal of inspiring hearts and lives.
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2. A Sweet Retreat
Chocolate. Just say the word, and most women’s eyes light 
up. In fact, your heart might have skipped a beat just 
reading that word right now. For some women, even talking 
about chocolate can be an emotional experience!

Now consider taking those feelings about chocolate and 
using them as a metaphor for God’s extravagant grace: We 
need it, we want it all the time, and we wish others would 
share it with us. That’s the idea behind a women’s retreat 
kit called Chocolate Boutique: Where Women Taste and See 
That the Lord Is Good. 

And if using chocolate to help women grow closer to Jesus 
isn’t unique enough, Chocolate Boutique is an event that 
doesn’t require a speaker. All the leader guides, music, 
games, and other resources needed to lead this sweet retreat 
are included in a box.

So is a retreat with chocolate all about eating and 
indulgence? Nope. Tastes of chocolate all relate to a spiritual 
truth. For example, during one session women tasted 
bittersweet chocolate and learned how the bitter-tasting 
chocolate liqueur is blended with sugar to create a flavor 
many of us love. Then participants were challenged to 
share a time in their lives when God used a bitter situation 
to bring sweetness to their relationship with him. In a 
different session women listened to a song about God’s 
grace and his love for them while a small piece of chocolate 
melted in their mouths. These sensory experiences helped 
participants grasp spiritual concepts in a tangible way.

Intergenerational Ministries
Not Your Mother’s Church Social
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3. Mom’s Night Out
For single mothers, it’s a challenge to find time for 
pampering. In fact, it’s a challenge to find a few minutes 
alone for a shower. This truth, and a desire to bless and 
encourage moms, was the start of a life-changing ministry 
at Vineyard Church Ann Arbor.

Once a month during the school year, single moms are 
invited to attend Mom’s Night Out. Activities and childcare 
are provided for all children, infant through high school, 
during this evening. Women are treated to a gourmet dinner 
prepared by volunteers from the church and served at 
tables set with linen tablecloths, real china, glasses, and 
silverware (no fast-food napkins allowed). After the meal, 
women choose between a parenting class, an opportunity 
for individual prayer, or discussion groups that focus on 
relevant topics and conclude with prayer.

Then women are invited to “shop” at the Pink Bag Boutique. 
Here they’re welcomed to fill their bags with a vast array of 
donated household goods such as detergent, soap, lotions, 
diapers, prepackaged snacks, and more. The shopping, 
dinner, and childcare are all a gift to these women.

One evening, volunteers treated women to foot massages, 
haircuts, chocolate-dipped strawberries, and more. One note 
of thanks said, “I was pampered and loved so much that I 
forgot to eat! As a single mom I often feel isolated and even 
disrespected at times. But I feel God’s love through you.”

Nancy and the women who volunteer with her are 
encouraged by these words, knowing their actions bring 
women closer to God. “For this ministry to have the greatest 
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impact,” says Nancy, “it must be about relationships first. 
The giving of goods and services must come second, 
because what endures, sustains, and empowers us all 
is love.”

Creative Connectors
Try some of these:

• Movie Night. Whether you show up at church with 
pillows and PJs, crowd into a nearby cinema, or head 
for the local drive-in, movies are always more fun with 
girlfriends. Choose one that allows for great chats 
afterward. Check www.christianitytodaymovies.com for 
discussion questions for current and past flicks.

• Paintball or Laser Tag. For the wilder at heart, try one 
of these active outings. Many locations give discounts for 
groups—and you might get some teenagers to join you.

• Game Night. Twister anyone? Dust off the board games, 
ask everyone to bring snacks, and have an evening of 
laughter, challenges, and … well, more laughter!

• Coffee Club. Try out a different local coffee shop each 
month. Vote on the gooiest cinnamon buns or richest 
scones. Make awards for your favorite shops!

• Volunteerism. Let ladies bond as they walk, run, or bike 
in fundraisers. Give blood as a group. Garden together, 
then donate your fruits (and veggies) to a shelter. 
Relationships deepen through serving together!

Intergenerational Ministries
Not Your Mother’s Church Social
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With so many great ideas out there for new and exciting 
ways to touch the hearts of women, what’s holding you 
back? Sue Lennartson of Eagle Brook says, “Take a risk, 
sisters! Get out on the edge. God has things to tell you 
about who he is and who he created you to be—in more 
ways than you can ask or even imagine.”

Amy Nappa, an author, editor with Group Publishing, and 
women’s ministry volunteer, lives in Colorado. You can read 
her free webzine for families at www.nappaland.com. This 
article first appeared in the September/October 2006 issue 
of today’s Christian Woman.
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Additional
Resources

Effective Mentoring, a downloadable resource from 
BuildingChurchLeaders.com. Become an effective 
mentor for other women. This training tool from Gifted 
for Leadership authors, who understand your unique 
role as a mentor, helps encourage and direct you as you 
become an effective mentor to the women around you.

Faith-Filled Friendships, a downloadable resource from 
Kyria.com. God gives us friends for many reasons. One 
of the greatest experiences friends can enjoy together 
is helping each other grow in their faith and become 
more Christ-like. But oftentimes this is easier said than 
done. This guide offers many ways we can cultivate 
friendships that deepen our spiritual journey and bring 
us closer to God.

www.kyria.com
http://buildingchurchleaders.com/downloads/womenleaders/effectivementoring/
www.BuildingChurchLeaders.com
http://todayschristianwomanstore.com/fafr.html
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Finding Life Friends, a downloadable resource from 
Kyria.com. If you’re looking for friends who can provide 
you with emotional support as well as help you grow 
spiritually, you may not have to look any farther than your 
neighborhood. This study, based on Jane Struck’s “Doing 
Life Together,” tells how getting together as neighborhood 
friends can help us realize we’re not alone, that we 
all have struggles with disciplining our kids or in our 
marriages, and that we can find trustworthy guidance in 
searching Scripture together.

God Chicks: Living Life as a 21st Century Babe, by Holly 
Wagner (Thomas Nelson, 2003). Learn to live in the 
confidence that you are a loved-beyond-measure daughter 
of God! Wagner uses warm and honest stories from her 
own life to illustrate how to become a virtuous woman, 
a friend, and a champion. You’ll be encouraged to see 
yourself as a giver of comfort, kind words, and a smile. 

Innovative Ministries, a downloadable resource from 
GiftedforLeadership.com. Fulfill the calling of the Holy 
Spirit to get involved in your community and your church.
If you feel God’s sometimes not-so-gentle nudges toward 
filling certain needs in your community, your church, or 
anywhere on the globe, but feel overwhelmed by what you 
can do about it, this download will help. In these pages 
are inspiring stories of women and men who’ve seen a 
need and met it—often in creative, God-inspired ways. 
Along with inspiration and ideas, these stories offer some 
practical insight into the logistics of how the ministries 
were launched.

Intergenerational Ministries
Additional Resources
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Ministry for Today’s Women, a downloadable resource from 
GiftedforLeadership.com. Running women’s ministries is 
a tough job, for so many reasons. Not the least of which is 
that churches today still fail to recognize that women are 
not all the same, do not all have the same needs, and can’t 
be ministered to in a cookie-cutter approach. Because we 
believe in the importance of ministry to women and the good 
work of women’s ministry leaders, Gifted for Leadership 
created this booklet. We’ve designed it to offer you some 
honest opinions on the way things look today, some ideas of 
what women would like to see, and some encouragement and 
wisdom to make it happen.

Women Mentoring Women: Ways to Start, Maintain, 
& Expand a Biblical Women’s Ministry, by Vicki Kraft 
and Gwynne Johnson (Moody Publishers, 2003). Mature 
Christian women offer their younger counterparts empathy, 
experience, and seasoned spirituality. In turn, the younger 
generation reciprocates with energy, openness, and a 
connection to today’s culture. This updated edition of the 
popular Titus 2:4 bestseller draws on Scripture to help you 
establish a vital ministry with everything from program 
ideas to organizing hints. 

Women’s Ministry in the 21st Century: The Encyclopedia of 
Practical Ideas (Group Publishing, 2004). This collection 
of fun, easy-to-use ideas is your one-stop resource for 
women’s ministry events and programs. Engaging activities 
help women form deep friendships with others, serve the 
congregation and the community, and best of all, learn to 
love Jesus with all their heart, soul, mind, and strength. 
Includes Friendship-Building ideas, service projects, 
devotions, Bible Studies, Prayer Ideas, Girls Movie Nights, 
Retreat themes, and outreach ideas.
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